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Abstract
The produced volume of an electrical energy in non-concentrated, photovoltaic plants may significantly increase if the
panel orientation is changing, to follow the optimal position. There are a number of methods and sensors, used to find
the PV panel optimal orientation, which depend not only on sun position, but on sky (sun) insulation factors, too. In
some cases the diffuse component of the solar radiation produces much more electricity, then direct one. In this article
sensor for direct, real time measurement of an optimal PV plant orientation position is proposed. The principal of
operation is based on full sky scanning procedure that allows finding in real time an optimal inclination and azimuth
angles. It uses a rotating sensor array scanning the sky, which has 9 silicon PV sensors (Fig. 8), mounted at different tilt
angles (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 degrees) from the horizon. The PCB assembly is fixed on the top of the
rotating disk 3 by the PCB support 6. Stepper motor 2 is rotating the disk and the sensor array. The inside area is
covered by the quartz glass cover in case to protect sensors by the environment conditions. The optimal position angles
(elevation and azimuth) are determined by the comparison of the signal levels, detected from the sensor array in a whole
turn data frame. This process is controlled by PIC24FJ128GA010 microcontroller using Microchip’s Explorer 16
development board. It has various interfaces, including digital I/O, serial UART module, ADC inputs and USB device
module. RAM memory is 8K bytes and is sufficient for storing input values from readings. PV sensor array is
connected to 9 channel transimpedance amplifier for amplification and signal level matching and then to analog-todigital module of the microcontroller. The ADC module is high-speed, pipelined 12-bit A/D converter. The
microcontroller unit performs measurement and control algorithm and allows calculated data through RS485 interface
connection. At every step MCU reads PV sensors array signals and finds the maximum value. At the end of the rotation
the algorithm finds the maximum value of all and interpolates with its near sensor value to find the exact optimal angle
of elevation. The azimuth resolution is set to 0,9 degree and match to a half step size of the stepper motor.
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Stepper Motor Base
Stepper Motor
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Figure 8. The mechanical part of the optimal PV plant orientation sensor
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